April 2022 – Good Reads Book Club
April is National Poetry Month, so for this month we read a poetry book - not exactly poetry as
we think of it (nothing rhymed), but written in free flowing verse. Author Deborah Wiles was 17
in 1970 when the National Guard shot and killed four people on the Kent State University
campus. At a time when our nation was divided by opinions on Vietnam and different
generations looked suspiciously at each other, the Kent State event shocked and galvanized
our nation. A couple years ago, she wrote this book for a teen audience.She wrote: “With this
book I hope to once again galvanize young people - our best hope for the future. I want them to
know what happened then and how it is connected to what is happening in our country today.
We said it in the Sixties: "If you're not outraged, you're not paying attention." Enough. Let's get
to work.”
The book was less than 200 pages, yet it was a very powerful read. Many of us are old enough
to remember when the event happened, but this book deepened our understanding because it
narrated the events from the perspectives of several different groups of people who lived it. That
wasn’t a perspective that was available to us in 1970, since we weren’t living in a 24/7 cycle of
depressing news. We felt that the author did a good job of helping us relive that whole awful
chapter in our country’s history. She really nailed it, she didn’t take sides, and she presented the
perspectives of different groups of people with grace and understanding.
Then we got down to the business of what we had read over the last month.
Rachel read:
The Haunting of Bree Wilder by Wendy Webb. It was a good eerie story, Rachel enjoyed it, but
she can’t say much about it because there are spoilers. So just try it and see.
Her name is Knight by Yazmin Angoe. This is her first novel. The main character is a woman
named night who is an elite assassin. Well written and enjoyable
The Last Green Valley by Mark Sullivan. Historical fiction set during 1944 one stolen is invading
Ukraine. A good read.
The judge’s list by John Grisham. An enjoyable read
The entire cormorant strike series – – all five books of it – – by Robert Galbraith (also known as
J. K. Rowling). Rachel could not put them down – they were so good. Everyone was impressed
by the sheer amount of pages she read, since each book is at least 800+ pages.
The late show and The wrong side of goodbye, both by Michael Connelly.
Angie read:
When crickets cry by Charles Martin. He’s a great storyteller and a wonderful writer. A sevenyear-old girl from a small southern town needs a heart transplant. A retired heart surgeon lives

in town, and reluctantly gets involved. The story revolves around his relationship with the girl.
Highly recommended
The night portrait by Laura Morelli. This book features a painting by Leonardo Da Vinci and is
set during two different time periods – the 1400s and World War II during the occupation of
Poland when the Nazis were stealing art from the citizens they subjugated. It was a well done
story, Angie learned a lot about the Polish occupation and the importance of art to people.
Dottie read:
When crickets cry by Charles Martin. Loved it. This was definitely the favorite read of the month
The stranger in the boat by Mitch Albom. Loved it! Angie had recommended it to Dottie.
The night she disappeared by Lisa Jewell. This psychological thriller starts with the words “dig
here.” Intrigued? Gotta read it yourself, no spoilers here.
Razorblade tears by S. A. Cosby. A good story about two fathers who band together to take
revenge on their sons’ murderers. The catch? One of the fathers is white, one is black, and their
sons were gay and married to each other. A pretty good story.
Wish you were here by Jodi Picoult. The plot centers on a woman during the Covid pandemic,
and that’s probably partly why Dottie just didn’t like the book. The pandemic is still too close to
home.
Home before dark by Susan Wiggs. Dottie didn’t like it as much as the others who read it.
Boy underground by Catherine Ryan Hyde. A trio of friends. One boy falls for another boy in the
group. There’s a war, a murder… Not a great read, but good.
Charity is re-reading a nonfiction book called Lincoln's melancholy by Joshua Shenk. In
Lincoln’s time, bouts with depression were not necessarily seen as a mental illness or personal
weakness. Some people were just said to have a melancholy character. This book discusses
Lincoln’s bouts with depression and how they were a part of what made him a great leader.
Pat read:
Flying Angels by Danielle Steel. This historical romance Revolves around a group of nurses
who joined the military during World War II and became flight nurses. It was an easy read.
Marianne read:
Eli’s promise by Ronald H Balson. This was historical fiction, a good story that begins during the
German occupation of Poland, follows people to the US refugee camp they ended up in, and
wraps up with a final timeline during the Vietnam war.

Hemmingway’s Girl by Erika Robuck. Historical fiction featuring Ernest Hemingway’s
housekeeper. This was a good book.
Klara and the Sun by Kazuo Ishiguro. This was a book club pick of the Montville library. It’s
about an artificially intelligent doll.
That Churchill Woman by Stephanie Barron. The story of Winston Churchill’s mother, Jenny
Jerome. She was an American whose father was extremely wealthy and she married into the
British nobility. An interesting read.
JoAnn read
The house at Riverton by Kate Morton. This book was set in 1915 England and showed the
effect that World War I had on an aristocratic family and their servants. Loved it.
The bookshop on the corner by Jenny Colgan. Loved this one
Snow flower and the secret fan by Lisa See. Historical fiction set in 19th century China, showed
what life was like for women who lived in China then (think foot-binding). A good read.
Dark Horse by Gregg Hurwitz. This is the latest Orphan X novel. There was a lot of violence.
Shadow’s Reel by CJ Box. In this Joe Pickett mystery he and his wife work together to solve a
crime.
The Lincoln Highway by Amor Towles. This was a different kind of story, and Joanne liked it.
She would recommend it. So many life lessons
Citizen K-9 by David Rosenfelt. This is another in a series of books featuring secondary
characters from the Andy Carpenter series (Andy is a lawyer in Paterson, NJ). In this book a
group of people are working on solving cold cases. An enjoyable read.

March 2022 – Good Reads Book Club
For the March 2022 meeting, in honor of Women’s History Month, we read The Calculating
Stars by Mary Robinette Kowal. This book is what I would describe as “alternate historical
fiction.” It takes place in the 1950s and 1960s after a giant meteor strike has slammed into the
Earth, and people need to figure out how to get into space QUICKLY. The women “calculators,”
who processed all those complicated mathematical equations necessary to shoot the Mercury
and Apollo missions into the sky (as dramatized in the movie Hidden Figures) play a vital role in
this alternate universe.
I wasn’t sure how you all would feel about this book and the reaction was mixed. Angie and Pat
liked it. Dottie liked it (but didn’t love it). Irene and JoAnn thought it was too long. Michelle and
Charity made it through about 50% of the book. I myself re-read the book (I first read it several
years ago) and I found the sex scenes cringe-inducing. I agree it could also have been
shorter. Someone said it sort of seemed that the book ended abruptly, so I said that there is a
sequel (in fact there’s a series of three books), but no one really jumped at the chance to read
the sequel.
I mentioned that this series grew out of a short story that the author wrote, called The Lady
Astronaut of Mars, featuring a much-older Elna as she prepares for a trip to Mars, knowing that
her husband Nathan will likely not be alive when she returns. If you are interested in that story
(remember, it’s a short story) you can read it here: https://www.tor.com/2013/09/11/the-ladyastronaut-of-mars/
Now onto what we all read this month.
Dottie read:
The Five People You Meet in Heaven by Mitch Albom. An 83-year-old war veteran is killed in an
accident. When he gets to heaven, he meets five people that are connected to him somehow,
and they help him discover his purpose on earth.
Catch Us When We Fall by Juliette Fay. Cass and her boyfriend Ben have been druggies and
alcoholics for years. Then Ben dies of an overdose and Cass finds out she is pregnant.
Reluctantly, Ben’s older brother (who is a professional baseball player) takes her in, but he
doesn’t trust her to stay sober. She attends AA meetings, meets others who are struggling, and
tries to take control of her life again, while slowly earning the trust of her brother-in-law.
The Paper Palace by Miranda Cowley Heller. Attention book clubbers! Dottie needs someone
else to read this book so she can discuss the ending with you. A fifty-year-old married woman
goes with her family back to a lake where she spent summers as a kid. In the space of 24
hours, she hooks up with Jacob, her childhood true love. Now she must decide - pursue her
passion with Jacob or keep her family together? The ending, Dottie says, was highly ambiguous
(hence her need to talk to someone about it.)
Murder at the Royal Botanic Gardens by Andrea Penrose. Dottie won this book on GoodReads.
This is #5 in a historical mystery/romance series set in Regency england. Not Dottie’s favorite

time period, but the book was okay. (Mary has read the other books in the series and enjoyed
them.)
Irene read
State of Terror by Hilary Clinton and Louise Penny. Although the plot is a bit far-fetched and the
book is a little longer than it needs to be, it was still an enjoyable and entertaining read.
Features a female Secretary of State who flies all over the world trying to manage the volatile
situations in Russia, Iran and Afghanistan after a bombing.
Kill Devil Falls by Brian Kligeborg. This is the first novel by the guy who wrote Thief of Souls (the
Inspector Lu Fei mystery that many of us enjoyed). This one features a female U. S. Marshal
who is sent to a semi-abandoned mining town to pick up a fugitive to deliver to justice. Things
go very, very wrong. There are multiple killings and many twists and turns. Violent and strange,
but entertaining.
The Paris Wife - this was Irene’s Valentine’s Day present. It’s about Ernest Hemingway and his
wife (they live in Paris, in case you didn’t figure that out from the title) and Irene said it is very
good. She already read it, so she brought it back to force it upon someone else. I believe
someone did take it home, so we’ll probably hear about it again at some point.
Charity read:
The Stranger in the Mirror by Liv Constantine. A well-written and entertaining thriller with a
female lead character (an amnesiac… what are the odds?) who is being gaslit by a man who
claims to be her husband. It was entertaining, but reminded Charity of a similar book we read for
book club a few years ago - Before I Go To Sleep by S. J. Watson.
Later by Stephen King. He’s one of Charity’s favorite authors. In this one, a boy sees dead
people and there is a demonically possessed serial killer named Thumper. “Not too gory,”
Charity assured us, but I think I’ll take a hard pass. I don’t like serial killers in the first place, not
to mention demonically possessed ones :P
Angie read:
The Hidden by Melanie Golding. Dottie had read and reported on this book last month, so Angie
took it home. It had an interesting folklore/mythology component, and was a really enjoyable
mystery/thriller. Based on Angie’s description, JoAnn snagged it and will report back soon!
Catcher in the Rye by J. D. Salinger. This book was originally published in 1951. It was very
interesting to re-read it now, after not having read it since high school. From an adult
perspective, Holden Caulfield, the protagonist, is not having nearly as much fun as we thought
he was having when we read it in high school. Marianne mentioned that she recently read an
article that suggested this is a book you should read again as an adult if the last time you read it
was in high school. Angie agreed, saying it is well worth re-reading.
Pat read:
The Book of Longings by Sue Monk Kidd. Very odd historical fiction, set in Galilee during Jesus’
lifetime. It is written from the perspective of a girl, Ana, who has been promised by her family to

an old, wealthy widower. After a chance encounter with an 18-year-old Jesus, she ends up
marrying him and they raise a family. The writing was very good and it was a delightful read, but
kind of weird, after 12 years of Catholic school, thinking about Jesus being married and having
kids. The book ends with his crucifixion.
Jo Ann read:
The Judge’s List by John Grisham. A superb read and - Pat will like this part - a serial killer!
Apples Never Fall by Liane Moriarty. Angie (who didn’t like the book at all when she read it) had
given this to Jo Ann expecting that she wouldn’t like it. But Jo Ann did like it. She said she really
understood the characters and their motivations because her own family was very athletic. She
actually loved the book!
Home Before Dark by Susan Wiggs. This was Marianne’s Christmas grab bag gift. After
Marianne reported on it last month, Jo Ann snagged it to take home. She highly recommended
the book, saying that the ending is superb. Dottie ended up taking it home!
Certain Girls by Jennifer Weiner. Didn’t like this one at all. Michelle said she has read other
books by this author, so she took it home to give it a try.
The House Sitter by Peter Lovesey. Another fun mystery in the Detective Peter Diamond series.
Just a good read.
Marianne read:
The Maidens by Alex Michaelides. The main character is a group therapist. Her niece calls from
the private school she attends to say that a schoolmate has been killed. The therapist goes to
the school and discovers there’s a sinister charismatic Greek literature professor who has a
group of devoted “maidens” who follow him. Very contrived and weird.
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou. This memoir was Montville Library’s recent
book club pick. Written in 1969, it discusses the author’s childhood molestation by her mother’s
boyfriend. There’s a graphic description of the molestation. Hard to read, and disturbing, and
even more awful to come to grips with the fact that these things happen more often than we
think.
Michelle read:
It Ends with Us by Colleen Hoover. This author (who writes realistic fiction, otherwise known as
“slightly depressing stuff set in the contemporary world) has been getting so much buzz, that
Michelle really didn’t want to like it as much as she ended up liking it. But it was really good.
The Perfect Marriage by Jeneva Rose. “His mistress is dead. His wife is his only hope.” Sure,
the concept is ridiculous, but it was such a fun read! Very enjoyable.
My Body by Emily Ratajkowski. Michelle listened to this memoir on audiobook and liked it quite
a bit. The author narrates the book herself, and is smart and well spoken. She talks about the

ways in which her beauty has led people to underestimate her, to say unkind or awful things, to
treat her as nothing more than an object of desire or “arm candy.”
Vanessa read:
Giraffes Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae and Guy Parker-Rees. At the beginning of the book,
Gerald the Giraffe can’t dance at all - his crooked knees and thin legs really prevent him from
cutting loose like he wants to. But by the end of the book, after some encouraging and wise
words from a friend, he gains confidence! He is able to do his own thing and he dances! A cute
book. (Dottie also read this one and loved it too!)

Mary is in a serious reading slump and read a couple of trashy romances.
(I also listened to a pretty interesting self-help book, Why Has Nobody Told Me This Before by
Dr. Julie Smith, a British therapist who has a pretty robust social media presence (TikTok,
Twitter, etc) and is very good at explaining the many different ways our minds tell us stories
about the ways in which we relate to the world - and how sometimes if we can shift our
perspective slightly, a different vantage point can be helpful. I have read a lot of self help books
and I really enjoyed how she used such simple and clear language (and useful examples).

February 2022 - Good Reads Book Club
This month we discussed To Kill A Mockingbird, a classic read from Harper Lee. Some of us
hadn’t ever read it, others read it a long time ago, and most of us enjoyed the opportunity to
read it this time. One of us got interested in the Gregory Peck version of the movie and watched
it after having just read the book. The movie version was good, she said, but it did leave a lot of
stuff out that the book went into more detail about.
JoAnn said she specifically liked how Atticus Finch allowed his kids the freedom to roam free,
learn and experience and ask questions on their own. Looking at this book within the historical
context, we realize that things really were different at that time. These days, as a society, we
seem much more frightened about the safety of our kids and concerned about sheltering them
from the difficult things most of us experience at some point in our lives. It was an interesting
discussion.
Then we went around and shared what we’d read this month.
Irene (via Zoom) read:
Hemlock by Susan Wittig Albert. This mystery occurs during two time periods, present day and
the 1700s. The plot centers on a library and a book that is discovered missing. A good read,
Irene would recommend.
The Lost Apothecary- Irene finished this one and liked it a lot (as did almost everyone else in
the group who had already read it, except Angie, who said she didn’t like it AT ALL.)
In the Clearing by Robert Dugoni. This is the third in the Tracy Crosswhite mystery series, by
the same author of The Extraordinary Life of Sam Hell. (Aside: Dugoni’s latest book, The World
Played Chess, is in a similar tone to Sam Hell and has been getting a lot of good reviews.
The Last Mona Lisa by Jonathan Santlofer. A young man finds part of his great grandfather’s
journal and discovers that he was an accomplished art forger in the early 20th century. This is
another book that switches between time periods, it’s an interesting read and there’s also a love
story. Recommended.
The Lincoln HIghway by Amor Towles. Not as good as A Gentleman in Moscow by it was a
good read. Dottie mentioned that she had also read this book, but didn’t like the ending. Both
Irene and Dottie said the book kept their interest (Dottie couldn’t put it down), but Dottie felt
there were so many unanswered questions at the end of it that it really needs a sequel.
Fallen by Linda Castillo. This is the latest Kate Burkholder mystery set in Amish country. Irene
liked it very much. Becky said she had also read and enjoyed this one.
Angie read:
The Stranger in the Lifeboat by Mitch Albom. Angie loved the book, said it was even better than
his earlier ones (Tuesdays with Morrie and The Five People You Meet In Heaven). A wellwritten page-turner, with interesting characters, and an uplifting ending.

Apples Never Fall by Liane Moriarty. Damning it with faint praise, Angie described the book as
“not terrible.” She found the first half slow, then it picks up speed, but the ending is so ridiculous
that Angie described her reaction as “You’ve got to be kidding me.” Becky, who’d also read the
book, agreed that this was not one of Moriarty’s better books/ None of the characters are
particularly likeable or worth rooting for.
The Turnout by Megan Abbott.
A thriller that has something to do with two ballerinas and their school. All Angie would say was
“No. Just no.” Not recommended.
Shadow Fall by Laura Griffin. This was the gift paperback Angie received at our Christmas
meeting. The book is part of the “Tracers” series. A thriller featuring the FBI, some romance,
and action. Angie would probably read another in the series if it came her way.
Becky read:
The Lost Apothecary, and she agrees with Irene and enjoyed the book, possibly throwing a
disdainful glance Angie’s way because Angie dared to say she didn’t like the book.
Becky reconnected with an author she’s read and enjoyed in the past: Marian Keyes. Becky
read two of her books this month: Grown Ups and The Woman Who Stole My Life. She enjoyed
them both, but especially The Woman Who Stole My Life. After finishing it, she had a severe
book hangover because it was so immersive and good.
The Judge’s List by John Grisham
Slow Fire Burning by Paula Hawkins (whose first book The Girl on the Train was so popular).
This was another suspense/thriller in the same suspense/thriller genre as Hawkins’ earlier
books, but Becky didn’t like it as much as the earlier ones.
Not a Happy Family by Shari La Pena - A good read.
All Her Little Secrets by Wanda Morris. A black woman who works as a lawyer at a prominent
Atlanta law firm is promoted to a position of higher authority. She discovers some possible
shady dealings at the firm. But the way she deals with them must take into account the fact that
she’s got her own secrets from the past that she doesn’t want coming to light. Amazon called
this “a fast-paced thriller” and it got good reviews. Becky liked it.
Have You Seen Me by Kate White - This thriller features a woman with temporary amnesia who
is trying to piece together the events of the past few days. But someone else is equally
determined that she won’t remember… or they’ll try to silence her… forever. *Dun dun
DUNNNNN!* (dramatic music) Dottie also read and enjoyed this one.
Pat read:
The Thursday Murder Club by Richard Osman. Definitely didn’t like it as much as the rest of us
did. Described it as “just all right.” Anyone who hasn’t read it, you’ll just have to make your own
mind up about what YOU think.

Win by Harlan Coben. This book focuses on Myron Bolitar’s longtime friend/occasional partner,
the extremely rich and morally challenged Win Lockwood, as he investigates long-ago events
that had a tremendous impact on his family, searching for the truth. Pat enjoyed it. The others of
us who read it were split - about half of us liked it, half didn’t.
We Can’t Remember The Title of this James Patterson book, but it featured a brother and sister
who witnessed their mother being murdered, then were “adopted” by a psychiatrist couple who
proceeded to do creepy and nasty things to them. Not recommended, and don’t bother trying to
figure out the title, you will die of hunger and thirst long before you finish reading the synopses
of all of the books Patterson has written/co-written.
Before She Knew Him by Peter Swanson. This was an advanced reader copy of a psychological
thriller. Pat’s actual words were: “Not that great of a book... Actually, lousy.” Not
recommended.
Marianne read:
Home Before Dark by Susan Wiggs. This was the book Marianne received at the Christmas
exchange. A young girl gets pregnant, gives the baby to her sister to raise. A very good read,
enjoyable!
A Mosaic of Wings by Kimberly Duffy. Historical fiction loosely based on a famous female
entomologist in the late 1800s. In this fictional account, entomologist Nora Shipley graduates
from Cornell and joins a research expedition to India. There was a lot of detail about insects, but
you can skim those parts if you wish. Marianne enjoyed the book very much.
What Storm What Thunder by Myriam Chancy.
Tells the stories of ten different people who experienced the earthquake in Haiti. Lots of dialect
that was difficult to slog through. Not crazy about the book.
Sunflower Sisters by Martha Hall Kelly. Historical fiction set during the Civil War. It was okay,
but Kelly’s first book - Lilac Girls, set during World War II), was better.
The Midwife’s Confession by Diane Chamberlain.
In the first chapter of the book, Noelle has committed suicide and left only an unfinished note to
her bewildered friends. The rest of the book tells the story that led up to this point. It’s a long
read (400+ pages) but a good story.
JoAnn read:
The Hostage by Clare Macintosh. Performing her duties as a stewardess during a flight, a
stewardess is threatened. “We have your daughter. Do what we say or we’ll kill her.” Should the
stewardess save her daughter or protect the passengers on the plane? The book started out
promising but it gets so complicated, and there are so many incredibly unlikely plot points, that
at the end you end up not believing any of it.
A Simple Murder by Linda Castillo. Short stories about human behavior, set in Amish country,
featuring Chief of Police Kate Burkholder. A good read, would recommend.

Mary (who is in a dry spell) read:
Three old mysteries (from the Miss Silver series by Patricia Wentworth, originally written in the
1930s) featuring sinister happenings, gallantly produced handkerchiefs for heroines to weep
into, and hapless young people who are drawn together by their need to solve the mystery.
Everything always comes out all right in the end, as they are guided by spinster detective Miss
Silver (who always saves the day).
Two romance novellas (forgettable)
Dottie read:
The Lincoln Highway by Amor Towles. 600 pages, but short chapters. The story takes place
over the space of 12 days. Didn’t enjoy it as much as A Gentleman in Moscow, but it was
enjoyable. The ending left Dottie unsatisfied, and she hopes there might be a sequel to tie up
loose ends.
Shallow Grave by Karen Harper. This was the book Dottie received at the Christmas exchange.
It wasn’t that great, wouldn’t recommend.
All the Children Are Home by Patsy Francis. This was a really good read about a foster family
who takes in a young girl as one last foster child, and how she changes the family dynamic for
the better. Several other members of the group have also read this one, and everyone has
enjoyed it and said it’s a really good read.
The Hidden by Melanie Golding. It’s a psychological thriller with a mythological aspect.
According to Amazon, steeped in local legend and exploring the depths of what it means to be a
mother, Melanie Golding's newest novel is "a lyrical and atmospheric folktale for the modern
age." Once Dottie mentioned that there was a supernatural aspect and that one of the main
characters thinks she is a selkie, you could see everyone slowly inching their chairs backwards. “No
way am I reading THAT,” I could hear everyone thinking. Everyone, that is, except Angie, whose
ears perked up. “Supernatural? Selkie? Sounds interesting. I’ll take it!”

Our next meeting is coming up fast - Wednesday, March 2, 2022. We’ll be discussing The
Calculating Stars by Mary Robinette Kowal. Looking forward to seeing you there.

January 2022 Good Reads Book Club Suggestions
The book we read for this month was The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin. This book was
originally published in 1978 and won the Newbery Medal for the year’s most distinguished
contribution to children’s literature. Our book club members’ reaction to the book was mixed.
Many of us felt that the beginning especially was tough because there were so many characters
to keep track of and it was hard to figure out what was going on. Dottie was glad she stuck it out
because by the middle she started really getting into it, and it was almost unputdownable.
Angie commented that there were way too many characters and it was confusing, so she
wondered why it has been such a popular young adult novel for so long. Mary mentioned that
the protagonist of the book is a teenaged girl, and the book was published way before there was
even a genre called “young adult.” Mary was 9 years old when it came out and re-read it
probably a dozen times, trying to figure out what the heck was going on. It was like a literary
puzzle with a protagonist that was very relatable to kids.
As usual, we didn’t spend much time talking about that book, we quickly moved on to what other
things we’ve read this month.
Vanessa read: Unicorn Club by Suzy Senior. Amy has started a unicorn fan club, but none of
her friends want to participate! This makes Amy sad, so she heads over to her treehouse. And
then! It turns out there are a bunch of unicorns there who want to join her club, which is great.
They all hang out together. Dottie mentioned her 6 year old granddaughter likes unicorns, so
Vanessa said this book might be just the thing. Recommended for 5 to 6 year olds.
Michelle read: The Shadow Land by Elizabeth Kostova. An interesting premise, but it was
painstakingly long and could really have used a good editor. Not recommended.
Miss Iceland by Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir - Michelle said she likes to read at least one book a year
by an Icelandic author, and she’s read a couple of this author’s other books. Apparently, Iceland
is a very literary culture. They give books to each other for Christmas, and their country has the
highest percentage of published authors compared to other countries. Miss Iceland was a
beautifully written book about a confused young girl. A sad book.
The First Rule of Punk by Celia Perez – a middle grade book about a girl who moves to Chicago
with her mom and is finding her place in her new school. She’s very into music and joins a band
with some other kids. A sweet book. Not too cheesy, but also didn’t have content that would be
inappropriate for a 6th grader.
Dottie read Thief of Souls by Brian Kligeborg - liked it. It was a bad month for reading - just
couldn’t get into it.
Margaret has been getting over from being sick, so didn’t read much. Working her way through
a gentle read, the Cedar Creek series.

Also read Something Other than God by Jennifer Fulweiler - a memoir by a woman who grew
up in an atheist household. She has a perfectly good life but always feels there is a hole
somewhere. According to Amazon, “Something other than God is a poignant, profound and often
funny tale of one woman who set out to find the meaning of life and discovered that true happiness
sometimes requires losing it all.” A very good read.
JoAnn read:
Enemy at the Gate: A Mitch Rapp thriller by Kyle Mills. Espionage thrillers are Jo Ann’s bag, she
really enjoys this genre. “Oh no! The world is gonna end if we don’t find the mole in the
government/the suitcase filled with nukes/crisis of the book!” This kind of book is edge of your
seat and keeps your mind off what’s going on in reality.
Upon a Dark Night by Lovesey,Peter– book 6 in the Peter Diamond series (a good read)
The Inheritance – Ross,Joann. This was our grab bag read from December. The billionaire guy
dies and three daughters who have never met each other, he gives them each a share of his
vineyard. The only interesting thing about it is that they all found love.
Diamond Dust by Lovesey,Peter– this is book 7 of the series and a really shocking event
shakes Peter to the core. JoAnn said it was hard to read, and Mary agreed, but it WAS a really
good read. .
Better off Dead by Lee & Andrew Child. It’s a typical Reacher novel, it was good, but the only
problem is there was a lot of time spent in the book talking about techniques of hand to hand
fighting, which was kinda boring.
Game On by Evanovich,Janet. This is the 28th Stephanie Plum mystery and she’s still juggling
the same two guys, still has a hamster named Rex, still keeps getting cars blown up. A silly
book, the exact same plot as the previous 27, some good laughs, and a nice break from life.
Angie read:
Three ARCs, all totally different from what Angie normally reads.Angie would recommend all of
them, she will bring them to our next in-person meeting to pass along.
All the children are home by Patry Francis. JoAnn said she had also read and enjoyed the book,
which is set in the 50s over a period of about 10 year. A childless couple take in 3 foster
children, living paycheck to paycheck. Their life changes when they take in an emergency
foster, who is a scrawny 6 yr old Native American. She thrives in this family and becomes part
of them. The story is told through back stories of all the characters. An excellent read with
wonderful quirky characters, a well developed book and anyone in the group would love it.
Fault Lines by Emily Itami. The main character is a young Japanese housewife who has a good
husband, 2 kids and wonderful friends, but still struggles with depression. At a nightclub, she
meets a restaurateur and begins an affair with him, Eventually she realizes she has to choose
between her daytime life with her family and her lover. A good read, a nice love story.

Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson - a first novel, a little long but good. Takes place in the
1970s in the Pacific Northwest. Shows the struggle of a small family in a logging town. It’s a
hard life. A little sad, but definitely a good read.
Charity read:
Just thrillers, entertaining but nothing reportable.
Mary read:
Was also in a reading slump this month - only read 2!
The Replacement Wife by Darby Kane. Elisa’s happily married but after her friend Abby
disappears without a trace, she begins to wonder…. Could Elisa’s brother-in-law be involved?
He was Abby’s fiance, and it’s only been a few months and now he’s dating someone new. A
twisty psychological thriller, I enjoyed it.
When Dimple Met Rishi by Sandhya.Menon. A fun read about a couple of Indian-American kids
who get off on the wrong foot when they meet at a computer coding camp, but grow closer
throughout the time they’re together. Fun characters, a nice sweet book.

